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Summary:
With new initiatives and requirements for classroom teaching and assessment, the challenges for 
staff developers are growing. Internationally recognised authors and consultants Robin Fogarty and 
Brian Pete help readers meet those challenges head-on. Rich with theoretical underpinnings, this 
book drills down to the essentials for each aspect and role. This practical guide presents techniques 
that offer concrete help for working with teachers using myriad real-life mentoring and coaching 
scenarios for reference and inspiration. Focus on strategies that address your specific needs, or 
simply follow the guide from beginning to end. This amazing tool kit of wisdom, know-how, and how-
to is built on the expertise of tried-and-true best practices that work!

Key selling points:
• Nine chapters that take the reader through the concept of change, the adult learner, 

professional development and effective training models.
• Tools include interactive strategies for readers who are putting the ideas into immediate 

practice.
• Templates enable the reader to apply the ideas to appropriate 

professional learning situations.
• Tips provide insights into the structures and processes contained 

in this guide.

Supporting resources:
• From Standards to Rubrics in 6 Steps – CO0930
• Ten Things New Teachers Need to Succeed – PE4247
• How to Integrate the Curricula – PE4280
• Blueprints for Achievement in the Cooperative Classroom – PE4239
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